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Top Ten Reasons Why the Star Wars Characters Would Kick Butt in the Star Trek Universe

10. In the Star Wars universe, weapons rarely, if ever, are set on "stun." 

9. The Enterprise needs a huge engine room with an anti-matter unit and a crew of 
twenty just to go into warp - the Millenium Falcon does the same thing with R2D2 and a 
Wookie.

8. After resisting the Imperial torture droid and Darth Vader, Princess Leia still 
looked fresh and desirable - after pithy Cafdassian starvation torture, Picard looked like 
hell.

7. Jabba the Hutt would eat Harry Mudd for trying to cut in on his action.

6. Luke Skywalker is not obsessed with sleeping with every alien he encounters.

5. One word: Lightsabres

4. The Federation would have to attempt to liberate any ship named Slave I.

3. The Death Star doesn't care if a wold is class "M" or not.

2. Darth Vader could choke the entire Borg empire with one glance.

1. Picard pilots the Enterprise through an asteroid belt at one-quarter impulse power.  
Han solo floors it.

---------------------------

HERE'S TO MARRIAGE

Getting married is very much like going to a restaurant with friends.

You order what you want, then when you see what the other fellow has, you wish you had 
ordered that.

At the cocktail party, one man said to another, "Aren't you wearing your wedding ring on the 
wrong finger?" The other replied, "Yes, I am, I married the wrong woman."

Man is incomplete until he is married. Then he is finished.

A little boy asked his father, "Daddy, how much does it cost to get married?" And the 
father replied, "I don't know son, I'm still paying."
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Young Son: Dad, I heard that in some parts of Africa a man doesn't know his wife until he 
marries her? 
Dad: That happens in every country, son.

Then there was a man who said, "I never knew what real happiness was until I got married; 
and then it was too late." 

After a quarrel, a wife said to her husband, "You know, I was a fool when I married you." 
The husband replied, "Yes, dear, but I was in love and didn't notice." 

A man inserted an ad in the classifieds: "Wife wanted". Next day he received a hundred 
letters. They all said the same thing: "You can have mine."

A woman was telling her friend, "It is I who made my husband a millionaire." "And what was 
he before you married him?" asked the friend. 
The woman replied, "A billionaire."

"The trouble with being the best man at a wedding is that you never get to prove it."

The groom, upon his engagement, went to his father and said, "I've found a woman just like 
mother!" His father replied, "So what do you want from me, sympathy?"

When a man steals your wife, there is no better revenge than to let him keep her.

Eighty percent of married men cheat in America. The rest cheat in Europe.

Marriage is the triumph of imagination over intelligence.

Second marriage is the triumph of hope over experience.

If you want your spouse to listen and pay strict attention to every word you say, talk in your 
sleep.

I married Miss Right. I just didn't know her first name was Always.

It's not true that married men live longer than single men. It only seems longer.

Losing a wife can be hard. In my case, it was almost impossible. 

A man was complaining to a friend: "I had it all - money, a beautiful house, a big car, the love 
of a beautiful woman; then, Pow!, it was all gone!" "What happened?" asked his friend. "My 
wife found out ..."

A man rushes into his house and yells to his wife, "Martha, pack up your things! I just won 
the California lottery!" Martha replies, "Shall I pack for warm weather or cold?" The man 
responds, "I don't care, just so long as you're out of this house by noon!" 
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I haven't spoken to my wife in 18 months. I don't like to interrupt her.

Just think, if it weren't for marriage, men would go through life thinking they had no faults 
at all. 

You know the honeymoon is pretty much over when you start to go out with the boys on 
Wednesday nights, and so does she. 

During a heated spat over finances the husband said, "Well, if you'd learn to cook and were 
willing to clean this place, we could fire the maid." The wife, fuming, shot back, "Oh yeah??? 
Well, if you'd learn how to make love, we could fire the chauffeur and the gardener!"

Personally, I think one of the greatest things about marriage is that as both husband and 
father, I can say anything I want to around the house. 
Of course, no one pays the least bit of attention. 

According to the latest surveys, when making love, most married men fantasize that their 
wives aren't fantasizing. 

Husband: Want a quickie? Wife: As opposed to what? 

A successful man is one who makes more money than his wife can spend. 

A successful woman is one who can find such a man. 

A husband said to his wife, "No, I don't hate your relatives. In fact, I like your mother-in-
law better than I like mine."

Men who have pierced ears are better prepared for marriage. They've experienced pain and 
bought jewelry.

How do most men define marriage? A very expensive way to get your laundry done free.

A couple was having a discussion about family finances. Finally the husband exploded, "If it 
weren't for my money, the house wouldn't be here!" The wife replied, "My dear, if it 
weren't for your money, I wouldn't be here!"

A man said his credit card was stolen but he decided not to report it because the thief was 
spending less than his wife did. 

The most effective way to remember your wife's birthday is to forget itonce.

First guy (proudly): "My wife's an angel!" 
Second guy: "You're lucky, mine's still alive."
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Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street with a bald head and a 
beer gut, and still think they are beautiful.

-----------------------------

RULES THAT GUYS WISH THAT GIRLS KNEW

1. If you think you're fat, you probably are. Don't ask us.
2. Learn to work the toilet seat: if it's up put it down.
3. Don't cut your hair. Ever.
4. Birthdays, Valentines, and Anniversaries are not quests to see if he can find the 
perfect present, again!
5. If you ask a question you don't want an answer to, expect an answer you don't want 
to hear.
6. Sometimes, he's not thinking about you. Live with it.
7. Don't ask him what he's thinking about unless you are prepared to discuss such 
topics as navel lint, the shotgun formation and monster trucks.
8. Get rid of your cat. And no, it's not different, it's just like every other cat.
9. Any dog is better than any cat. Period.
10. Sunday = Sports. It's like the full moon or the changing of the tides. Let it be.
11. Shopping is not sport.
12. Anything you wear is fine. Really.
13. You have enough clothes.
14. You have too many shoes.
15.Crying is blackmail. Use it if you must, but don't expect us to like it.
16. Your brother is an idiot, your ex-boyfriend is an idiot and your Dad probably is too.
17. Ask for what you want. Subtle hints don't work.
18. No, he doesn't know what day it is. He never will. Mark anniversaries on a calendar.
19. Yes, pissing standing up is more difficult than peeing from pointblank range. We're 
bound to miss sometimes.
20. Most guys own two to three pairs of shoes-what makes you think we'd be any good at 
choosing which pair, out of thirty, would look good with your dress?
21. Yes and No are perfectly acceptable answers.
22. A headache that lasts for 17 months is a problem. See a doctor.
23. Your Mom doesn't have to be our best friend.
24. Foreign films are best left to foreigners.
25. Check your oil.
26. Don't give us 50 rules when 25 will do.
27. Don't fake it. We'd rather be ineffective than deceived.
28. It is neither in your best interest nor ours to take the quiz together.
29. Anything we said 6 or 8 months ago is inadmissible in an argument. All comments become 
null and void after 7 days.
30. If you don't dress like the Victoria's Secret girls, don't expect us to act like soap 
opera guys.
If something we said can be interpreted two ways, and one of the ways makes you 
sad and angry, we meant the other one.
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32. Let us ogle. If we don't look at other women, how can we know how pretty you are?
33. Don't rub the lamp if you don't want the genie to come out.
34. You can either ask us to do something OR tell us how you want it done - not both.
35. Whenever possible, please say whatever you have to say during commercials.
36. Christopher Columbus didn't need directions, and neither do we.
37. Women wearing Wonderbras and low-cut blouses lose their right to complain about 
having their boobs stared at.
38. Consider golf a mini-vacation from you. We need it, just like you do.
39. Telling us that the models in the men's magazines are airbrushed makes you look jealous 
and petty and it's certainly not going to deter us from reading the magazines.
40. The relationship is never going to be like it was the first two months we were going 
out.

-------------------------

Top 10 Rejection Lines Given By Women (and what they actually mean...)

10. I think of you as a brother.
(You remind me of that inbred banjo-playing geek in "Deliverance")

9. There's a slight difference in our ages.
(You are one Jurassic geezer.)

8. I'm not attracted to you in 'that' way.
(You are the ugliest dork I've ever laid eyes upon.)

7. My life is too complicated right now.
(I don't want you spending the whole night or else you may hear phone
calls from all the other guys I'm seeing.)

6. I've got a boyfriend
(who's really my dog and a half gallon of Ben and Jerry's).

5. I don't date men where I work.
(I wouldn't even date you if you were in the same 'solar system,' much
less the same building.)

4. It's not you, it's me.
(It's not me, it's you.)

3. I'm concentrating on my career.
(Even something as boring and unfulfilling as my job is better than
dating you.)

2. I'm celibate.
(I've sworn off only men like you.)
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and the number 1 rejection line given by women:

1. Let's be friends.
(I want you to stay around so I can tell you in excruciating detail about all the other men I 

meet and have sex with. It's that male perspective thing)

Top 10 Rejection Lines Given By Men (and what they actually mean...)

10. I think of you as a sister.
(You're ugly.)

9. There's a slight difference in our ages.
(You're ugly.)

8. I'm not attracted to you in 'that' way.
(You're ugly.)

7. My life is too complicated right now.
(You're ugly.)

6. I've got a girlfriend.
(You're ugly.)

5. I don't date women where I work.
(You're ugly.)

4. It's not you, it's me.
(You're ugly.)

3. I'm concentrating on my career.
(You're ugly.)

2. I'm celibate.
(You're ugly.)

and the number 1 rejection line given by men

1. Let's be friends.
(You're sinfully ugly.)

--------------------------
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The "Predicted" Top Ten Most Ironic Celebrity Deaths

10) Ellen DeGeneres - found face down in Ricki Lake

9) Susan Lucci-Trips and breaks her neck while running up steps to accept an Emmy

8) Jenny McCarthy - Struck by a random thought

7) Frank Sinatra - Killed by Strangers in the Night

6) RuPaul - Prostate Cancer

5) O.J. Simpson - Murdered by the "real Killer" in an apparent suicide

4) Madonna - Exposure

3) Unabomber - Mail bomb returned due to "insufficient postage"

2) Al Gore - Dutch Elm Disease

and the "Predicted" NUMBER ONE MOST IRONIC CELEBRITY DEATH

1) Bill Gates - Falls out of a Window
--------------------------
Ways to say someone's stupid

A few fries short of a happy meal.
2. The wheel's spinning, but the hamster's dead.
3. Doesn't have all his dogs on one leash.
4. Doesn't know much, but leads the league in nostril hair.
5. Forgot to pay his brain bill.
6. A few clowns short of a circus.
7. Too much yardage between the goal post.
8. An experiment in artificial stupidity.
9. All foam, no beer.
10. The cheese slid off his cracker.
11. Chimney's clogged.

12. Slinky's kinked.
13. Surfing in Nebraska.
14. In the pinball game of life, his flippers were a little farther apart than most.
15. No grain in the silo.
16. Her sewing machine is out of thread.
17. One taco short of a combination plate.
--------------
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Worlds shortest books 
1. A Guide to Arab Democracies 
2. A Journey through the Mind of Dennis Rodman 
3. Career Opportunities for History Majors 
4. Contraception by Pope John Paul II 
5. Semper Fi: My Life as a Marine by Riddick Bowe 
6. Jack Kevorkian's Collection of Motivational Speeches 
7. Easy UNIX 
8. Ethiopian Tips on World Dominance 
9. Everything Men Know About Women 
10. Bill Clinton's Guide to Ethics 
11. How to Sustain a Musical Career by Art Garfunkel 
12. Guide to Dating Etiquette by Mike Tyson 
13. Mormon Divorce Lawyers 
14. One Hundred and One Spotted Owl Recipes by the EPA 
15. Popular Lawyers 
16. Bob Dole: The Wild Years 
17. The Amish Phone Book 
How to Win Friends and Influence People by O. J. Simpson

--------------------------------
"Dirty" E-Mail Addresses 
Many Universities, colleges, and businesses tend to strip the last name down to 6 characters 
and add the first and last initial to either the beginning or end to make up an E-Mail 
address. (i.e. Mary L. Ferguson =mlfergus or fergusml). They are just now beginning to 
realize the problems that may cause when you have a large and diverse pool of people to 
choose from. Add to that a large database of company/college Acronyms and you have some 
very funny addresses. (Probably not funny to the individual involved.)

Some examples follow:

Hellen Thomas Eatons (Duke University): eatonsht@dku.edu 
Martha Elizabeth Cummins (Fresno University): cumminme@fu.edu George 
David Blowmer (Drop Front Drawers & Cabinets Inc.):blowmegd@dropdrawers.com 
Mary Ellen Dickinson (Indiana University of Pennsylvania):dickinme@iup.edu 
Francis Kevin Kissinger (Las Verdes University): kissinfk@lvu.edu
Barbara Joan Beeranger (Myplace Home Decorating): beeranbj@myplace.com
Amanda Sue Pickering (Purdue University): aspicker@pu.edu
Ida Beatrice Ballinger (Ball State University): ibballin@bsu.edu
Bradley Thomas Kissering (Brady Electrical, Northern Division, Overton, Canada): 

btkisser@bendover.com
Isabelle Haydon Adcock (Toys "R" Us): ihadcock@tru.com

------------------------------------------
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A Messy Kitchen Is A Happy Kitchen And This Kitchen Is Delirious

No Husband Has Ever Been Shot While Doing The Dishes 

A Husband Is Someone Who Takes Out The Trash And Gives The Impression He Just 
Cleaned The Whole House

If we are what we eat, then I'm easy, fast,and cheap.

A balanced diet is a cookie in each hand.

Thou shalt not weigh more than thy refrigerator.

Blessed are they who can laugh at themselves for they shall never cease to be amused.

A Clean House Is A Sign Of A Misspent Life 

Help Keep the Kitchen Clean - Eat Out 

Housework Done Properly Can Kill You 

Countless Numbers Of People Have Eaten In This Kitchen and Gone On To Lead Normal 
Lives

My next house will have no kitchen --- just vending machines

------------------------------------
Fun things to do in a final that does not matter

(i.e. you are going to fail the class completely no matter what you get on
the final exam)

1. Bring a pillow. Fall asleep (or pretend to) until the last 15 minutes. 
Wake up, say "oh geez, better get cracking" and do some gibberish work. 
Turn it in a few minutes early. 

2. Get a copy of the exam, run out screaming "Andre, Andre, I've got the
secret documents!!" 

3. If it is a math/science exam, answer in essay form. If it is long
answer/essay form, answer with numbers and symbols. Be creative. Use 
the integral symbol. 

4. Make paper airplanes out of the exam. Aim them at the instructor's left
nostril. 
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5. Talk the entire way through the exam. Read questions aloud, debate
your answers with yourself out loud. If asked to stop, yell out, "I'm
SOOO sure you can hear me thinking." Then start talking about what a jerk
the instructor is. 

6. Bring cheerleaders. 

7. Walk in, get the exam, sit down. About five minutes into it, loudly say
to the instructor, "I don't understand ANY of this. I've been to every
lecture all semester long! What's the deal? And who the hell are you? 
Where's the regular guy?" 

8. Bring a Game Boy (or Game Gear, etc...). Play with the volume at max
level.

9. On the answer sheet (book, whatever) find a new, interesting way to
refuse to answer every question. For example: I refuse to answer this 
question on the grounds that it conflicts with my religious beliefs. 
Be creative. 

10. Bring pets. 

11. Run into the exam room looking about frantically. Breathe a sigh of
relief. Go to the instructor, say "They've found me, I have to leave the
country" and run off. 

12. Fifteen minutes into the exam, stand up, rip up all the papers into
very small pieces, throw them into the air and yell out "Merry Christmas." 
If you're really daring, ask for another copy of the exam. Say you lost
the first one. Repeat this process every fifteen minutes. 

13. Do the exam with crayons, paint, or fluorescent markers.

-------------------------------------

I think animal testing is a terrible idea; they get all nervous and give the wrong answers.
(A Bit of Fry and Laurie)

A Freudian slip is when you say one thing but mean your mother.

The hypothalamus is one of the most important parts of the brain, involved in many kinds of 
motivation, among other functions. The hypothalamus controls the “Four F’s”: 1. fighting; 2. 
fleeing; 3. Feeding; and 4. mating.
(Psychology professor in neuropsychology intro course)
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What is a committee?
A group of the unwilling, picked from the unfit, to do the unnecessary.
(Richard Harkness, The New York Times, 1960)

Slogan of 105.9, the classic rock radio station in Chicago: “Of all the radio stations in 
Chicago ... we’re one of them.”

With every passing hour our solar system comes forty-three thousand miles closer to 
globular cluster 13 in the constellation Hercules, and still there are some misfits who 
continue to insist that there is no such thing as progress.
(Ransom K. Ferm)

Madness takes its toll. Please have exact change.

The graduate with a Science degree asks, “Why does it work?”
The graduate with an Engineering degree asks, “How does it work?”
The graduate with an Accounting degree asks, “How much will it cost?”
The graduate with a Liberal Arts degree asks, “Do you want fries with that?”

Karate is a form of martial arts in which people who have had years and years of training 
can, using only their hands and feet, make some of the worst movies in the history of the 
world.
(Dave Barry)

I am not a vegetarian because I love animals; I am a vegetarian because I hate plants.
(A. Whitney Brown)

A great many people think they are thinking when they are merely rearranging their 
prejudices.
(William James)

Never under estimate the bandwidth of a station wagon full of tapes hurtling down the 
highway.
(Andrew Tannenbaum)

We should be careful to get out of an experience only the wisdom that is in it - and stop 
there; lest we be like the cat that sits down on a hot stove-lid. She will never sit down on a 
hot stove-lid again, and that is well; but also she will never sit down on a cold one anymore.
(Mark Twain)

There’s so much comedy on television. Does that cause comedy in the streets?
(Dick Cavett, mocking the TV-violence debate)

If a woman has to choose between catching a fly ball and saving an infant’s life, she will 
choose to save the infant’s life without even considering if there are men on base.
(Dave Barry)
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I am sick unto death of obscure English towns that exist seemingly for the sole 
accommodation of these so-called limerick writers and even sicker of their residents, all of 
whom suffer from physical deformities and spend their time dismembering relatives at 
fancy dress balls.
(Editor of the Limerick Times (Limerick, Ireland))

When cryptography is outlawed, bayl bhgynjf jvyy unir cevinpl.

Lazlo’s Chinese Relativity Axiom: No matter how great your triumphs or how tragic your 
defeats, approximately one billion Chinese couldn’t care less.

667: The Neighbor of the Beast

Some mornings, it’s just not worth chewing through the leather straps.
(Emo Phillips)

Writing about music is like dancing about architecture.
Experience is that marvelous thing that enables you recognize a mistake when you make it 
again.
(F. P. Jones)

Human beings, who are almost unique in having the ability to learn from the experience of 
others, are also remarkable for their apparent disinclination to do so.
(Douglas Adams, Last Chance to See)

As your attorney, it is my duty to inform you that it is not important that you understand 
what I’m doing or why you’re paying me so much money. What’s important is that you 
continue to do so.
(Hunter S. Thompson’s Samoan Attorney)

When I told the people of Northern Ireland that I was an atheist, a woman in the audience 
stood up and said, “Yes, but is it the God the Catholics or the God of the Protestants in 
whom you don’t believe?”
(Quentin Crisp)

Boundary, n. In political geography, an imaginary line between two nations, separating the 
imaginary rights of one from the imaginary rights of another.
(Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary)

I think that all right-thinking people in this country are sick and tired of being told that 
ordinary, decent people are fed up in this country with being sick and tired. I’m certainly 
not! But I’m sick and tired of being told that I am!
(Monty Python)
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May the forces of evil become confused on the way to your house.
(George Carlin)

Sorry, but my karma just ran over your dogma.

Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.
(John F. Kennedy)

Life may have no meaning. Or even worse, it may have a meaning of which I disapprove.
(Ashleigh Brilliant)

My opinions may have changed, but not the fact that I am right.
(Ashleigh Brilliant/ SD)

Drawing on my fine command of language, I said nothing.
Always try to do things in chronological order; it’s less confusing that way.
Based on what you know about him in history books, what do you think Abraham Lincoln 
would be doing if he were alive today? 1. Writing his memoirs of the Civil War. 2. Advising 
the President. 3. Desperately clawing at the inside of his coffin.
(David Letterman)

Once at a social gathering, Gladstone said to Disraeli, “I predict, Sir, that you will die either 
by hanging or of some vile disease”. Disraeli replied, “That all depends, sir, upon whether I 
embrace your principles or your mistress.”

For three days after death, hair and fingernails continue to grow but phone calls taper off.
(Johnny Carson)

The most important thing in the programming language is the name. A language will not 
succeed without a good name. I have recently invented a very good name and now I am 
looking for a suitable language.
(D. E. Knuth, 1967)

A slipping gear could let your M203 grenade launcher fire when you least expect it. That 
would make you quite unpopular in what’s left of your unit.
(In the August 1993 issue, page 9, of PS magazine, the Army’s magazine of preventive 
maintenance)

Calvin: People think it must be fun to be a super genius, but they don’t realize how hard it is 
to put up with all the idiots in the world. Hobbes: Isn’t your pants’ zipper supposed to be in 
the front?

On one occasion a student burst into his office.  “Professor Stigler, I don’t believe I 
deserve this F you’ve given me.” To which Stigler replied, “I agree, but unfortunately it is 
the lowest grade the University will allow me to award.”
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Don’t worry about temptation—as you grow older, it starts avoiding you.
(Old Farmer’s Almanac)

George: “If we do happen to step on a mine, Sir, what do we do?” Edmund Blackadder:  
“Normal procedure, Lieutenant, is to jump 200 feet in the air and scatter oneself over a 
wide area.”

Somewhere in No Man’s Land, Blackadder4

The mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be kindled.
(Plutarch)

The only difference between me and a madman is that I am not mad.
(Salvador Dali)

I hate to advocate drugs, alcohol, violence, or insanity to anyone, but they’ve always worked
for me.
(Hunter S. Thompson)

Sacred cows make the best hamburger.
(Mark Twain)

“Time’s fun when you’re having flies.”
(Kermit the Frog)

Sometimes I lie awake at night, and I ask, “Where have I gone wrong?”
Then a voice says to me, “This is going to take more than one night.”
(Charlie Brown, Peanuts [Charles Schulz])

Masturbation is nothing to be ashamed of. It’s nothing to be particularly proud of, either.
(From “Basic Sex Facts For Today’s Youngfolk” in “Life In Hell” by Matt Groening)

---------------------------------------------

The Rules Of Writing >>>

1. Verbs HAS to agree with their subjects.
2. Prepositions are not words to end sentences with.
3. And don't start a sentence with a conjunction.
4. It is wrong to ever split an infinitive.
5. Avoid cliches like the plague. (They're old hat)
6. Also, always avoid annoying alliteration.
7. Be more or less specific.
8. Parenthetical remarks (however relevant) are (usually) unnecessary.
9. Also too, never, ever use repetitive redundancies.
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10. No sentence fragments.
11. Contractions aren't necessary and shouldn't be used.
12. Foreign words and phrases are not apropos.
13. Do not be redundant; do not use more words than necessary; it's highly superfluous.
14. One should NEVER generalize.
15. Comparisons are as bad as cliches.
16. Don't use no double negatives.
17. Eschew ampersands & abbreviations, etc.
18. One-word sentences? Eliminate.
19. Analogies in writing are like feathers on a snake.
20. The passive voice is to be ignored.
21. Eliminate commas, that are, not necessary. Parenthetical words however should be 
enclosed in commas.
22. Never use a big word when a diminutive one would suffice.
23. Kill all exclamation points!!!
24. Use words correctly, irregardless of how others use them.
25. Understatement is always the absolute best way to put forth earth shaking ideas.
26. Use the apostrophe in it's proper place and omit it when its not needed.
27. Eliminate quotations. As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "I hate quotations. Tell me what you 
know."
28. If you've heard it once, you've heard it a thousand times: Resist hyperbole; not one 
writer in a million can use it correctly.
29. Puns are for children, not groan readers.
30. Go around the barn at high noon to avoid colloquialisms.
31. Even IF a mixed metaphor sings, it should be derailed.
32. Who needs rhetorical questions?
33. Exaggeration is a billion times worse than understatement.

And finally...

34. Proofread carefully to see if you any words out.
--------------------------------------------------------
HORROR MOVIE SURVIVAL GUIDE

* When it appears that you have killed the monster, *never* check to see if it's really 
dead. 

* If you find that your house is built upon or near a cemetery, was once a church that was 
used for black masses, had previous inhabitants who went mad or committed suicide or died 
in some horrible fashion, or had inhabitants who performed necrophilia or satanic practices 
in your house move away immediately. 

* Never read a book of demon summoning aloud, even as a joke. 

* Do not search the basement, especially if the power has just gone out. 
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* If your children speak to you in Latin or any other language which they should not know, or 
if they speak to you using a voice which is other than their own, shoot them immediately. It 
will save you a lot of grief in the long run. NOTE: It will probably take several rounds to kill 
them, so be prepared. 

* When you have the benefit of numbers, *never* pair off and go it alone. 

* As a general rule, don't solve puzzles that open portals to Hell. 

* Never stand in, on, above, below, beside, or anywhere near a grave, tomb, crypt, 
mausoleum, or other house of the dead. 

* If you're searching for something which caused a noise and find out that it's just the cat, 
*leave the room immediately if you value your life.*

* If appliances start operating by themselves, move out. 

* Do not take *anything* from the dead. 

* If you find a town which looks deserted, it's probably for a reason. Take the hint and stay 
away. 
* Don't fool with recombinant DNA technology unless you're sure you know what you are 
doing. 

* If you're running from the monster, expect to trip or fall down at least twice, more if you 
are of the female persuasion. Also note that, despite the fact that you are running and the
monster is merely shambling along, it's still moving fast enough to catch up with you. 

* If your companions suddenly begin to exhibit uncharacteristic behavior such as hissing, 
fascination for blood, glowing eyes, increasing hairiness, and so on, get away from them as 
fast as possible. 

* Stay away from certain geographical locations, some of which are listed here: Amityville, 
Elm Street, Transylvania, Nilbog (God help you if you recognize this one), the Bermuda 
Triangle, or any small town in Maine. 

* If your car runs out of gas at night, do not go to the nearby deserted-looking house to 
phone for help. 

* Beware of strangers bearing tools such as chainsaws, staple guns, hedge trimmers, 
electric carving knives, combines, lawnmowers, butane torches, soldering irons, band saws, 
or any device made from deceased companions. * Listen closely to the soundtrack; and pay 
attention to the audience, since they are usually far more intelligent than you could ever 
hope to be.
-----------------------
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Cartoon Laws of Physics

Cartoon Law I

Any body suspended in space will remain in space until made aware of its
situation. 

Daffy Duck steps off a cliff, expecting further pastureland. He loiters in
midair, soliloquizing flippantly, until he chances to look down. At this
point, the familiar principle of 32 feet per second per second takes over. 

Cartoon Law II

Any body in motion will tend to remain in motion until solid matter
intervenes suddenly. 

Whether shot from a cannon or in hot pursuit on foot, cartoon characters
are so absolute in their momentum that only a telephone pole or an outsize
boulder retards their forward motion absolutely. Sir Isaac Newton called
this sudden termination of motion the stooge's surcease. 

Cartoon Law III

Any body passing through solid matter will leave a perforation conforming
to its perimeter. 

Also called the silhouette of passage, this phenomenon is the speciality
of victims of directed-pressure explosions and of reckless cowards who are
so eager to escape that they exit directly through the wall of a house,
leaving a cookie-cutout-perfect hole. The threat of skunks or matrimony
often catalyzes this reaction. 

Cartoon Law IV

The time required for an object to fall twenty stories is greater than or
equal to the time it takes for whoever knocked it off the ledge to spiral
down twenty flights to attempt to capture it unbroken. 

Such an object is inevitably priceless, the attempt to capture it
inevitably unsuccessful. 
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Cartoon Law V

All principles of gravity are negated by fear. 

Psychic forces are sufficient in most bodies for a shock to propel them
directly away from the earth's surface. A spooky noise or an adversary's
signature sound will induce motion upward, usually to the cradle of a
chandelier, a treetop, or the crest of a flagpole. The feet of a character
who is running or the wheels of a speeding auto need never touch the
ground, especially when in flight. 

Cartoon Law VI

As speed increases, objects can be in several places at once. 

This is particularly true of tooth-and-claw fights, in which a character's
head may be glimpsed emerging from the cloud of altercation at several
places simultaneously. This effect is common as well among bodies that
are spinning or being throttled. A `wacky' character has the option of
self- replication only at manic high speeds and may ricochet off walls to
achieve the velocity required. 

Cartoon Law VII

Certain bodies can pass through solid walls painted to resemble tunnel
entrances; others cannot. 

This trompe l'oeil inconsistency has baffled generations, but at least it
is known that whoever paints an entrance on a wall's surface to trick an
opponent will be unable to pursue him into this theoretical space. The
painter is flattened against the wall when he attempts to follow into the
painting. 

This is ultimately a problem of art, not of science. 

Cartoon Law VIII

Any violent rearrangement of feline matter is impermanent. 

Cartoon cats possess even more deaths than the traditional nine lives
might comfortably afford. They can be decimated, spliced, splayed,
accordion-pleated, spindled, or disassembled, but they cannot be
destroyed. After a few moments of blinking self pity, they reinflate,
elongate, snap back, or solidify. 

Corollary: A cat will assume the shape of its container. 
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Cartoon Law IX

Everything falls faster than an anvil. 

Cartoon Law X

For every vengeance there is an equal and opposite revengeance. 

This is the one law of animated cartoon motion that also applies to the
physical world at large. For that reason, we need the relief of watching
it happen to a duck instead. 

Cartoon Law Amendment A

A sharp object will always propel a character upward. 

When poked (usually in the buttocks) with a sharp object (usually a pin),
a character will defy gravity by shooting straight up, with great
velocity. 

Cartoon Law Amendment B

The laws of object permanence are nullified for "cool" characters. 

Characters who are intended to be "cool" can make previously nonexistent
objects appear from behind their backs at will. For instance, the Road
Runner can materialize signs to express himself without speaking. 

Cartoon Law Amendment C

Explosive weapons cannot cause fatal injuries. 

They merely turn characters temporarily black and smoky. 

Cartoon Law Amendment D

Gravity is transmitted by slow-moving waves of large wavelengths. 

Their operation can be wittnessed by observing the behavior of a canine
suspended over a large vertical drop. Its feet will begin to fall first,
causing its legs to stretch. As the wave reaches its torso, that part will
begin to fall, causing the neck to stretch. As the head begins to fall,
tension is released and the canine will resume its regular proportions
until such time as it strikes the ground. 
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Cartoon Law Amendment E

Dynamite is spontaneously generated in "C-spaces" (spaces in which cartoon
laws hold). 

The process is analogous to steady-state theories of the universe which
postulated that the tensions involved in maintaining a space would cause
the creation of hydrogen from nothing. Dynamite quanta are quite large
(stick sized) and unstable (lit). Such quanta are attracted to psychic
forces generated by feelings of distress in "cool" characters (see
Amendment B, which may be a special case of this law), who are able to use
said quanta to their advantage. One may imagine C-spaces where all matter
and energy result from primal masses of dynamite exploding. A big bang
indeed.

-----------------------------
THE FIRST REALIZATIONS THAT YOU'RE NOT IN COLLEGE ANYMORE

**You're waking up at 6 am instead of going to bed.
**Beers at lunch get you reprimanded.
**College sweatshirts are 'casual' instead of dress up.
**Your parents charge rent.
**The four food groups are no longer beer, pizza, chips and cereal.
**It's 'getting late' when it's 9:30 p.m.
**Three words: Student Loan Payments.
**You make thousands of dollars a year - and still can't afford that dream Porsche.
**You start eyeing the Light Beer Section appreciatively.
**Pickup football games mean that at least one person will be in the hospital by game's end.
**THEN, discussing with your friends: GPA's, spring break plans, and tonsil hockey;
**NOW: mutual funds, interest rates, and wedding plans.
**Sleeping on the couch is a no-no.
**Naps are no longer available between noon and 6 p.m.
**Sneakers are now 'weekend shoes'.
**Dinner and a movie - The whole date instead of the beginning of one.
**Pregnancy now brings thought of tax deductions instead of coronaries.
**Jack and Cokes become Dewers on the Rocks.
**The only drugs you take are Tums and Tylenol.
**The weak single you hit in the intramural softball game is now remembered as a Varsity 
dinger for the League Championship.
**You get your news from sources other than USA Today, ESPN Sportscenter, and MTV 
News.
**Random hook-ups are no longer socially acceptable.
**You wear more ties in a week than you even owned while taking in college.
**You find yourself reminiscing fondly of 2-hour Calculus exams.
**You empathize with the characters from 'Friends.'
**METABOLISM SLOWDOWN
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**Wine appreciation expands beyond Boone's and Mad Dog.
**You actually eat breakfast foods at breakfast time.
**Grocery lists actually contain relatively healthy food.
**When drinking, you say at least once per night, 'I just can't put it down the same as I 
used to.'
**Over 90% of the time you spend in front of a computer is for real work, not video games.
**You're actually willing to pay a bit more to drink in a bar that's not full of '21-year-old 
kids.'
**Golf is beginning to seem a lot less silly.

-----------------------------------------

Rules for Bank Robbers

According to the FBI, most modern-day bank robberies are "unsophisticated and 
unprofessional crimes," committed by young male repeat offenders who apparently don't 
know the first thing about their business. This information was included in an interesting, 
amusing article titles "How Not to Rob a Bank," by Tim Clark, which appeared in the 1987 
edition of The Old Farmers Almanac. 

Clark reported that in spite of the widespread use of surveillance cameras, 76 percent of 
bank robbers use no disguise, 86 percent never study the bank before robbing it, and 95 
percent make no long-range plans for concealing the loot. Thus, he offered this advice to 
would-be bank robbers, along with examples of what can happen if the rules aren't followed: 

1. Pick the right bank. Clark advises that you don't follow the lead of the fellow in Anaheim, 
Cal., who tried to hold up a bank that was no longer in business and had no money. On the 
other hand, you don't want to be too familiar with the bank. A California robber ran into his 
mother while making his getaway. She turned him in. 

2. Approach the right teller. Granted, Clark says, this is harder to plan. One teller in 
Springfield, Mass., followed the holdup man out of the bank and down the street until she 
saw him go into a restaurant. She hailed a passing police car, and the police picked him up. 
Another teller was given a holdup note by a robber, and her father, who was next in line, 
wrestled the man to the ground and sat on him until authorities arrived. 

3. Don't sign your demand note. Demand notes have been written on the back of a subpoena 
issued in the name of a bank robber in Pittsburgh, on an envelope bearing the name and 
address of another in Detroit, and in East Hartford, Conn., on the back of a withdrawal slip 
giving the robber's signature and account number. 

4. Beware of dangerous vegetables. A man in White Plains, N.Y., tried to hold up a bank with 
a zucchini. The police captured him at his house, where he showed them his "weapon." 
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5. Avoid being fussy. A robber in Panorama City, Cal., gave a teller a note saying, "I have a 
gun. Give me all your twenties in this envelope." The teller said, "All I've got is two 
twenties." The robber took them and left. 

6. Don't advertise. A holdup man thought that if he smeared mercury ointment on his face, 
it would make him invisible to the cameras. Actually, it accentuated his features, giving 
authorities a much clearer picture. Bank robbers in Minnesota and California tried to create 
a diversion by throwing stolen money out of the windows of their cars. They succeeded only 
in drawing attention to themselves. 

7. Take right turns only. Avoid the sad fate of the thieves in Florida who took a wrong turn 
and ended up on the Homestead Air Force Base. They drove up to a military police 
guardhouse and, thinking it was a tollbooth, offered the security men money. 

8. Provide your own transportation. It is not clever to borrow the teller's car, which she 
carefully described to police. This resulted in the most quickly solved bank robbery in the 
history of Pittsfield, Mass. 

9. Don't be too sensitive. In these days of exploding dye packs, stuffing the cash into your 
pants can lead to embarrassing stains, Clark points out,not to mention severe burns in 
sensitive places--as bandits in San Diego and Boston painfully discovered. 

10. Consider another line of work. One nervous Newport, R.I., robber, while trying to stuff 
his ill-gotten gains into his shirt pocket, shot himself in the head and died instantly. Then 
there was the case of the hopeful criminal in Swansea, Mass., who, when the teller told him 
she had no money, fainted. He was still unconscious when the police arrived. In view of such 
ineptitude, it is not surprising that in 1978 and 1979, for example, federal and state 
officers made arrests in 69 percent of the bank holdups reported. 

------------------------------------
Words of Wisdom

I can please only one person per day. Today is not your day. Tomorrow isn’t looking good 
either.

I love deadlines. I especially like the whooshing sound they make as they go flying by.

Tell me what you need, and I’ll tell you how to get along without it.

Accept that some days you’re the pigeon, and some days the statue.

Needing someone is like needing a parachute. If he isn’t there the first time you need him, 
chances are you won’t be needing him again.

I don’t have an attitude problem. You have a perception problem.
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Last night I lay in bed, looking up at the stars in the sky and I thought to myself, “Where 
the heck is the ceiling?”

My Reality Check bounced.

On the keyboard of life, always keep one finger on the escape key.

I don’t suffer from stress. I’m a carrier.

You are slower than a herd of turtles stampeding through peanutbutter.

Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, cuz you are crunchy and taste good with ketchup.

Everybody is somebody else’s weirdo.

Never argue with an idiot. They drag you down to their level then beat you with experience.

The Halloween pumpkin on your front porch has more teeth than your spouse.

You let your twelve-year-old daughter smoke at the dinner table in front of her kids.

You’ve been married three times and still have the same in-laws.

You think a woman who is “out of your league” bowls on a different night.

Jack Daniels makes your list of “Most Admired People.

You think Genitalia is an Italian airline.

You wonder how service stations keep their restrooms so clean.

Anyone in your family ever died right after saying, “Hey, y’all, watch this”

You’ve got more than one brother named ‘Darryl.’

You think that Dom Perignon is a Mafia leader.

Your wife’s hairdo was once ruined by a ceiling fan.

You go to your family reunion looking for a date.

Your Junior/Senior Prom had a Daycare.

You think the last words to The Star Spangled Banner are, “Gentlemen, start your engines.”

You lit a match in the bathroom and your house exploded right off its wheels.
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You had to remove a toothpick for your wedding pictures.

The bluebook value of your truck goes up and down, depending on how much gas it has in it.

You have to go outside to get something out of the ‘fridge’.

One of your kids was born on a pool table.

Your dad walks you to school because you are both in the same grade.

You need one more hole punched in your card to get a freebie at the House of Tattoos.

You have flowers planted in a bathroom fixture in your front yard.

Ya can’t get married to yer sweetheart ‘cause there’s a law against it.

You dated one of your parents’ current spouses in high school.

You think loading the dishwasher means getting your wife drunk.

Your school fight song is “Dueling Banjos.”

Your toilet paper has page numbers on it.

------------------------------------------

Things to do at Walmart while the spouse is taking her sweet time Christmas shopping.

1. Get the boxes of condoms & randomly put them in peoples carts when they are not 
looking.

2. Set all the alarm clocks to go off at 10 minute intervals.

3. Make a trail of orange juice on the floor to the restrooms.

4. Walk up to an employee and tell him/her in an official tone, "I think we have a code 3 in 
housewares," and see what happens.

5. Turn all the radios to a polka station, then turn them all off and turn the volumes to 10.

6. Challenge other customers to duel with tubes of gift wrap.

7. Put M&M's on layaway.

8. Move "CAUTION-WET FLOOR" signs to carpet areas.
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9. Set up a tent in the camping department; tell others you'll only invite them if they bring 
pillows from the bedding department.

10. When someone asks if they can help you, begin to cry and ask "Why won't you people 
leave me alone?"

11. Look right into the security camera and use it as a mirror while you pick your nose.

12. Take up an entire aisle in toys by setting up a full scale battlefield with G.I.Joes and X-
Men.

13. Ask other customers if they have any Grey Poupon.

14. While handling guns in the hunting department ask the clerk if he knows where the anti-
depressants are.

15. Switch signs on the mens and womens bathrooms.

16.  Dart around suspiciously while humming the theme from "Mission Impossible".

17. Set up a "Valet Parking" sign out front.

18. In the auto department practice your Madonna look using different size funnels.

19. Hide in the clothing rack and when people browse through say, "PICK ME! PICK ME!!!!!!"

20. When an announcement comes over the loud speaker assume the fetal position and 
scream, "NO! NO! It's those voices again."

21. Go to the food court, get a soft drink, tell them you don't get out much and would they 
put one of those little umbrellas in it.

Go into the fitting room and yell real loud ...."Hey we're out of toilet paper in here!"
Best excuses if you get caught sleeping in your office cubicle

"It's okay: I'm still billing the client."

"They told me at the blood bank this might happen."

"This is just a 15-minute power nap like they raved about in that time-management course 
you sent me to."

"I was working smarter, not harder."
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"Whew! I must a left the top off the liquid paper."

"I wasn't sleeping! I was meditating on the mission statement and envisioning a new 
paradigm!"

"This is one of the seven habits of highly effective people!"

"I was testing my keyboard for drool resistance."

"I'm in the management training program."

"I'm actually doing a "Stress Level Elimination Exercise Plan" (SLEEP) I learned at the last 
management seminar you made me attend."

"This is in exchange for the six hours last night when I dreamed about work!"

"I was doing a highly specific Yoga exercise to relieve work-related stress.

Do you discriminate against people who practice Yoga?"

"Darnn! Why did you interrupt me? I had almost figured out a solution to our biggest 
problem."

"The coffee machine is broken."

"Someone must've put decaf in the wrong pot."

"Boy, that cold medicine I took last night just won't wear off!"

"It worked well for Reagan, didn't it?"

"I was cross-training for telecommuting."

"Ah, the unique and unpredictable circadian rhythms of the workaholic!"

"Wasn't sleeping. Was trying to pick up a contact lens without hands."

"The mailman flipped out and pulled a gun, so I was playing dead to avoid getting shot."

"Geez, I thought you were gone for the day."

How many times have you heard the comment that people have to take a test to drive a car, 
but anyone can be a parent? A test is needed. And not one with a bunch of Bozo questions.  
No, this test will ask the REAL questions.
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Are you ready to find out if you have the right stuff to be a parent in the 90’s? Get those 
# 2 pencils ready. And let’s keep our eyes on our own papers, people.

THE PARENTING TEST

Section One  --- Estimate the total number of times each phrase is used per parent per 
week. (2 points each)

1] I don’t care what the other kids get to do.
2] Somebody’s going to get hurt doing that.
3] Now we’re REALLY going to be late.
4] Because I’m the Mommy (Daddy).
5] Let’s not discuss that at the dinner table.
6] Why is your brother (sister) crying?
7] Okay ... but only five more minutes.

Section Two  -- Fill in the Blank (3 points each)
1] Tickle Me ____________.
2] 101 _________________.
3] The Berenstain _________.
4] Clifford, the Big _________ Dog.
5] _______________ Meals.
6] Please won’t you be my _____________?

Section Three  -- Match each vocabulary word with its definition. (4 points each).
1] Amoxicillin
2] Legos
3] Pull-Ups
4] Push-Ups

******
A] Small bits of plastic designed to accentuate any style of carpeting.
B] A pink substance which is usually a regular part of a toddler’s diet.
C] A frozen food amazingly devoid of any nutritional value.
D] A disposable article which one swears will only be necessary for a few weeks.

Section Four  -- Briefly describe the solution to each problem. (5 points each)
1] It is 8:50 a.m. School starts at 9 a.m. Where are your car keys?
2] She says that he started it. He says she started it. Who’s right?
3] At 7 p.m., you must be at dance class with Debbie, Cub Scouts with Carl, and soccer with 
Susie. Without any slick manuevers, how will this be done?

Section Five  -- Answer the question and state why. (19 points)
Which of the ‘Big V’s’ has made a bigger contribution to parenting 
--
Vacuum cleaners ‘Velcro’ or the VCR?”

-----------------------------------------
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20 Ways to Annoy Public Bathroom Stallmate

1. Stick your open palm under the stall wall and ask your neighbor, "May I borrow a 
highlighter?"

2. Say, "Uh oh, I knew I shouldn't have put my lips on that."

3. Cheer and clap loudly every time somebody breaks the silence with a bodily function 
noise.

4. Say, "Damn, this water's cold."

5. Drop a marble and say, "Oh shit! My glass eye!"

6. Say, "Hmmm, I've never seen that color before."

7. Grunt and strain real loud for 30 seconds and the drop a cantelope into the toilet bowl 
from a height of 6 feet. Sigh relaxingly.

8. Say, "Now how did that get there?"

9. Say, "Humus. Reminds me of humus."

10. Fill up a large flask with Mountain Dew. Squirt it erratically under the stall walls of your 
neighbors while yelling, "Whoa!  Easy boy!"

11. Say, "Interesting... more floaters than sinkers."

12. Using a small squeeze tube, spread peanut butter on a wad of toilet paper and drop the 
wad under the stall wall of your neighbor. Then say, "Whoops, could you kick that back over 
here please?"

13. Say, "C'mon Mr. Happy! Don't fall asleep on me."

14. Fill a balloon with creamed corn. Rush into the stall with your hand over your mouth and 
let out a lengthy vomit impression while you squeeze the balloon and splatter cream corn all 
about. Apologize profusely and blame it on the fettucine alfredo you had for breakfast.

15. Say, "Boy, that sure looks like a maggot."

16. Say, "Damn, I knew that drain hole was a little too small. Now what am I gonna do?"

17. Play a well known drum cadence over and over again on your butt cheeks.
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18. Before you unroll toilet paper, conspicuously lay down your "Cross-Dressers Anonymous" 
newsletter on the floor visible to the adjacent stall.

19. Lower a small mirror underneath the stall wall, adjust it so you can see your neighbor and 
say, "Peek-a-boo!"

20. Drop a D-cup bra on the floor under the stall wall and sing "Born Free".

------------------------------------

The Facts of Life:

1. The two most common elements in the universe are hydrogen and stupidity.

2. If at first you don't succeed, skydiving is not for you.

3. Money can't buy happiness. But it sure makes misery easier to live with.

4. Deja Moo: The feeling that you've heard this bull before.

5. Psychiatrists say that 1 of 4 people are mentally ill. Check 3 friends. If they're OK, 
you're it.

6. Nothing in the known universe travels faster than a bad check.

7. A truly wise man never plays leapfrog with a unicorn.

8. It has recently been discovered that research causes cancer in rats.

9. Always remember to pillage BEFORE you burn.

10. If you are given an open-book exam, you will forget your book.

11. COROLLARY: If you are given a take-home test, you will forget where you live.

12. The trouble with doing something right the first time is that nobody appreciates how 
difficult it was.

13. It may be that your sole purpose in life is simply to serve as a warning to others.

14. Paul's Law: You can't fall off the floor.

15. The average woman would rather have beauty than brains, because the average man can 
see better than he can think.

16. Clothes make the man. Naked people have little or no influence on society.
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17. Vital papers will demonstrate their vitality by moving from where you left them to 

where you can't find them.

18. Law of Probability Dispersal: Whatever it is that hits the fan will not be evenly 
distributed. 

---------------------------------

Politically Correct Ways to Say Someone Is Stupid:

Not the sharpest knife in the drawer.

A few clowns short of a circus.

A few fries short of a Happy Meal.

An experiment in Artificial Stupidity.

A few beers short of a six-pack.

Dumber than a box of hair.

A few peas short of a casserole.

Doesn't have all his cornflakes in one box.

A couple sandwiches short of a picnic.

The wheel's spinning, but the hamster's dead.

One Fruit Loop shy of a full bowl.

One taco short of a combination plate.

A few feathers short of a whole duck.

The porch light's on, but nobody's home.

All foam, no beer.

The cheese slid off his cracker.

Body by Fisher, brains by Mattel.
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Has an IQ of 2, but it takes 3 to grunt.

Warning: Objects in mirror are dumber than they appear.

Couldn't pour water out of a boot with instructions on the heel.

He fell out of the Stupid tree and hit every branch on the way down.

An intellect rivaled only by garden tools.

As smart as bait.

Chimney's clogged.

Doesn't have all his dogs on one leash.

Doesn't know much but leads the league in nostril hair.

Elevator doesn't go all the way to the top floor.

Forgot to pay his brain bill.

Her sewing machine's out of thread.

His antenna doesn't pick up all the channels.

His belt doesn't go through all the loops.

If he had another brain, it would be lonely.

Missing a few buttons on his remote control.

No grain in the silo.

Receiver is off the hook.

Several nuts short of a full pouch.

Skylight leaks a little.

Slinky's kinked.

Surfing in Nebraska.

Too much yardage between the goal posts.
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Proof that evolution CAN go in reverse.

---------------------------------------------

The Shit List
Bathroom humor at its finest:

Ghost Shit
The kind where you feel the shit come out, but there is no shit in the toilet.

Clean Shit:
The kind where you shit it out, see it in the toilet, but there is nothing on the toilet paper.

Wet Shit:
The kind where you wipe your butt 50 times and it still feels unwiped, so you have to put 
some toilet paper between your butt and underwear so you won’t ruin them with a stain.

Second Wave Shit:
This happens when you’re done shitting and you’ve pulled up your pants to your knees, and 
you have to shit some more.

Pop-A-Vein-In-Your-Forehead Shit:
The kind where you strain so much to get it out, you practically have a stroke.

Gassy Shit:
It’s so noisy, everyone within earshot is laughing.

Drinker Shit:
The kind of shit you have after a long night of drinking. Its most noticeable trait is the skid 
marks on the bottom of the toilet.

Lincohn Log Shit
The kind of shit that is so huge you’re afraid to flush without first breaking it into little 
pieces with the toilet brush.

Corn Shit:
Self-explanatory.

Gee-I-Wish-I-Could-Shit Shit:
The kind where you want to shit but all you do is sit on the toilet and fart a few times.

Spinal Tap Shit:
That’s where it hurts so badly coming out, you would swear it was leaving you sideways.

Wet Cheeks Shit (The Power Dump):
The kind that comes out of your butt so fast, your butt gets splashed with water.
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Liquid Shit:
The kind where yellowish-brown liquid shoots out of your butt and splashes all over the 
toilet bowl.

Mexican Shit:
It smells so bad your nose burns.

The Surprise Shit:
You’re not even at the toilet because you’re sure you’re about to fart, but oops....a shit!!!

The Dangling Shit:
The shit refuses to drop into the toilet even though you know you are done shitting. You 
just pray that a shake or two will cut it loose.

----------------------------------------------

45 of The Best of the Worst Country-Western Song Titles 
(Yes, these are REAL.)

1) Drop Kick Me, Jesus, Through The Goalposts Of Life
2) Get Your Biscuits In The Oven And Your Buns In The Bed
3) Get Your Tongue Outta My Mouth ‘Cause I’m Kissing You Goodbye
4) Her Teeth Were Stained, But Her Heart Was Pure
5) How Can I Miss You If You Won’t Go Away?
6) How Can You Believe Me When I Say I Love You When You Know I’ve Been A Liar All My 
Life?
7) I Been Roped And Thrown By Jesus In The Holy Ghost Corral
8) I Changed Her Oil, She Changed My Life
9) I Don’t Know Whether To Kill Myself Or Go Bowling
10) I Fell In A Pile Of You And Got Love All Over Me
11) I Flushed You From The Toilets Of My Heart.
12) I Keep Forgettin’ I Forgot About You
13) I Wanna Whip Your Cow
14) I Would Have Wrote You A Letter, But I Couldn’t Spell Yuck!
15) I Wouldn’t Take Her To A Dawg Fight, Cause I’m Afraid She’d Win
16) I’d Rather Have A Bottle In Front Of Me Than A Frontal Lobotomy
17) I’m Just A Bug On The Windshield Of Life
18) I’m The Only Hell Mama Ever Raised
19) I’ve Been Flushed From The Bathroom Of Your Heart
20) I’ve Got The Hungries For Your Love And I’m Waiting In Your Welfare Line
21) If I Can’t Be Number One In Your Life, Then Number Two On You
22) If Love Were Oil, I’d Be A Quart Low
23) If My Nose Were Full of Nickels, I’d Blow It All On You
24) If You Don’t Leave Me Alone, I’ll Go And Find Someone Else Who Will
25) If You Leave Me, Can I Come Too?
26) Mama Get The Hammer (There’s A Fly On Papa’s Head)
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27) My Every Day Silver Is Plastic
28) My Head Hurts, My Feet Stink, And I Don’t Love Jesus
29) My John Deere Was Breaking Your Field, While Your Dear John Was Breaking My Heart
30) My Wife Ran Off With My Best Friend, And I Sure Do Miss Him
31) Oh, I’ve Got Hair Oil On My Ears And My Glasses Are Slipping Down,
32) Pardon Me, I’ve Got Someone To Kill
33) She Got The Gold Mine And I Got The Shaft
34) She Got The Ring And I Got The Finger
35) She Made Toothpicks Out Of The Timber Of My Heart
36) She’s Got Freckles On Her, But She’s Pretty
37) Thank God And Greyhound She’s Gone
38) They May Put Me In Prison, But They Can’t Stop My Face From Breakin’ Out
39) Velcro Arms, Teflon Heart
40) When You Leave Walk Out Backwards, So I’ll Think You’re Walking In
41) You Can’t Have Your Kate And Edith Too
42) You Can’t Roller Skate In A Buffalo Herd
43) You Done Tore Out My Heart And Stomped That Sucker Flat
44) You Were Only A Splinter As I Slid Down The Bannister Of Life
45) You’re The Reason Our Kids Are So Ugly

--------------------------

The Worlds 19 Shortest Books....
****************************

19. Al Gore: The Wild Years 
18. Amelia Earhart's Guide to the Pacific Ocean 
17. America's Most Popular Lawyers 
16. Career Opportunities for History Majors 
15. Detroit - A Travel Guide 
14. Different Ways to Spell "Bob" 
13. Dr. Kevorkian's Collection of Motivational Speeches 
12. Easy UNIX 
11. Ethiopian Tips on World Dominance 
10. Everything Men Know About Women 
9. Everything Women Know About Men 
8. French Hospitality 
7. George Foreman's Big Book of Baby Names 
6. How to Sustain a Musical Career by Art Garfunkel 
5. Mike Tyson's Guide to Dating Etiquette and Fine Dining 
4. One Hundred and One Spotted Owl Recipes by the EPA 
3. Staple Your Way to Success
2. The Amish Phone Book 

And the number one World's Shortest Book: 
1. The Engineer's Guide to Fashion 
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Honorary mentions: * Good American beers: An overview 

* The Ultimate List of Good English Lovers 
* The German book of humor 
* Popular AOL- users on the net

---------------------------------------

Top 10 Rejected Slogans for Firestone Tires

10. Safer than a Russian sub.

9. Because there's a lot riding on your lawsuit.

8. Better than driving around on your axles.

7. Pop a set on your car today.

6. You can't recall a better tire.

5. Reinforcing the importance of the speed limit.

4. The perfect gift for your mother-in-law.

3. C'mon, did you really expect good tires on a ford?

2. Hey, it's not like we crashed our blimp or something.

1. Best blow job in town.

-------------------------------------

Ways to discretely let him know he's unzipped ....

20. The cucumber has left the salad.
19. I can see the gun of Navarone.
18. Someone tore down the wall, and your Pink Floyd is hanging out.
17. You've got Windows on your laptop.
16. Sailor Ned's trying to take a little shore leave.
15. Your soldier ain't so unknown now.
14. Quasimodo needs to go back in the tower and tend to his bells.
13. You need to bring your tray table to the upright and locked position.
12. Paging Mr. Johnson... Paging Mr. Johnson...
11. Your pod bay door is open, Hal.
10. Elvis Junior has LEFT the building!
9. Mini Me is making a break for the escape pod.
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8. Ensign Hanes is reporting a hull breach on the lower deck, Sir!
7. The Buick is not all the way in the garage.
6. Dr. Kimble has escaped!
5. You've got your fly set for "Monica" instead of "Hillary."
4. Our next guest is someone who needs no introduction...
3. You've got a security breach at Los Pantalones.
2. I'm talking about Shaft, can you dig it?

...and The Number One Way to Tell Someone Their Fly Is Unzipped..

1.Men are From Mars, I Can See Your.....Penis


